Aqualine
The robust answer to your food
handling requirements.
Hard wearing
Hard working
Hard to beat
for value
and quality

2YEAR
PARTS REPLACEMENT

WARRANTY
details on request

You choose overall length, belt width,
belt colour, height and speed

Aqualine
The robust answer to your food
handling requirements.
Hard wearing

The Crown Conveyors Aqualine range is
the perfect fit for the rigorous demands
of the modern food industry.

Hard working

Quality engineered from stainless steel and
polyetheleyne to withstand aggressive
cleaning regimes, it is tailor made for high
risk food applications.

Hard to beat for value and quality

Cheese and Bacon Slices

This mid-weight range of free standing,
waterproof conveyors also provides total
flexibility.

You specify the length, belt width, height
and speed, give us the product details and
To reduce the
rates and we’ll deliver a custom conveyor
manual handling andassembled for your operation.

Objective
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alignment of slices as
The range’s flexibility also extends to our
they are presented to
customers products and handling styles.
the spiral freezer.
The conveyors are equally at home with
filling, topping, depositing, ready-meal
assembly, sorting, counting and rotating, as
well, of course, as transporting product
within your facility.
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Additional options which include a euro
socket for ancillary equipment also makes
this conveyor ideal for coding
Solution
and labelling applications
and would
we can
offer
Product running in rows of four
be presented
onto
variable
speed
and
operated shuttle retract mechanism. The shuttle would re
indexing
options
to belt ru
drop each row of finished product
onto
a modular
suit
your
particular
90 degrees directly below. The drop distance was kept to
production
requirements.
and the speed of the modular
conveyor
would be contro

ensure thatDon’t
the row
just dropped
would
clear
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the sheer
quality
of the
following row
is deposited.
This produced a single row o
Aqualine
range.
at 45 degrees onto the plastic modular conveyor thus fee
Built to last and deliver many years of fault
product onto the spiral freezer.
free service. It also has a quality energy
efficient motor operating well within it’s
Controls
capacity.

Inverter speed controls were used to ensure correct speed
All this at a highly affordable price from a
differentials at the shuttle drop of point contained in a sta
proven manufacturer with a twenty year
steel enclosure.
track record.
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